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ABSTRACT 
The regular representation of the ring of class functions of a finite group is used to 
construct families of matrices that enjoy many of the properties of circulant matrices. 
For different choices of finite groups one gets different families of matrices: the 
circulants, block circulants, block circulants with circulant blocks of all levels, and 
many others. The properties of these families are simple consequences of the character 
theory of finite groups. Many known properties of circulants and some of their 
generalizations are obtained as special cases of the properties of the families con- 
structed. Some applications to character theory are also mentioned. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, and let x1, x2,. . . , xk be a fixed enumeration of 
the irreducible complex characters of G. For every complex class function 0 
of G, let M(8) be the k X k matrix whose (i, j)th entry is [Oxi. x j], where 
[ , ] is the usual inner product defined in the algebra, cf(G), of all complex 
class functions of G. The purpose of this article is to study the family of 
matrices M(G) = {M(B) 18 E cf(G)}. Each M(8) is called a G-circulant, 
and M(G) is the set of G-circnlants. The reason for the name is that M(G) 
enjoys many of the properties of the regular circulant matrices and some of 
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their generalizations. For different choices of G (and different choices of 
enumerations of the irreducible characters of G) one gets different families 
of G-circulants. If G is a cyclic group of order n, then (using the usual 
enumeration of the irreducible characters of G) M(G) is, in fact, the set of 
all n X n circulants. The set of all block circulants of level r and type 
(n,,n,,..., n,) (see p. 188 of [7] or our Section 3 for definition) is a set of 
G-circulants for the group G = Cn, X C,,, X . . . X C,,, where C,,, is a cyclic 
group of order n,. Details on these examples and others can be found in 
Section 3. 
In Section 1 we describe the properties of M(G). Among other things, 
M(G) is a commutative algebra over the complex number field C. Also M(G) 
is isomorphic to cg(G), and M(G) is closed under M-P inversion and also 
under the * (conjugate-transpose) operator. Moreover, each M(6) E M(G) is 
a normal matrix which is diagonalized by the character table matrix of G. 
Formulas for the eigenvalues of the matrices in M(G) are given, as well as 
some characterizations of M(G) and other properties. The G-circulants 
corresponding to G = H X K, a direct product of the two finite subgroups H 
and K, are described in Section 2. Each such matrix is a linear combination 
of Kronecker products of matrices corresponding to H and K. In fact, a 
matrix A is a H X K-circulant if and only if A is a block H-circulant in which 
the blocks are K-circulants. This will enable us to construct new examples of 
G-circulants from old ones. Also in Section 2 are some details on block 
G-circulants and block matrices with G-circulant blocks, which generalize 
known results on block circulants and on block matrices with circulant 
blocks. 
In the example section, 3, we indicate why the properties of Sections 1 
and 2 are, in fact, generalizations of the properties of circulants and some of 
their generalizations. We show that many known properties of circulants (and 
some of their generalizations) follow from the general properties of G-cir- 
culants as special cases. 
Finally, in Section 4, we give a very brief description on how the 
isomorphism M(G) z cg(G) and the theory of nonnegative matrices can be 
used to obtain results on characters of finite groups. For more details on such 
applications see [l], [5], and [6]. 
In [3], [4], and [lo] finite groups are used to generalize circulants. In most 
of these places G is assumed to be abelian, in which case G is isomorphic to 
the sets of its irreducible characters and some of the generalized circulants 
obtained are similar to ours. For nonabelian groups ([4] and one of [lo]) the 
sets of matrices are different from ours. 
Our basic notation is standard. The group-theoretical notation and notions 
are taken mainly from the first four chapters of [8], and those on matrices 
from [7] and Chapter 2 of [2]. 
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1. G-CIRCULANTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
For a $nite group G, we denote by Irr(G) the set of all irreducible 
complex characters of G and by cf(G) the set of all complex class functions 
of G. The set cf(G) is known to be a C-algebra, where Q: is the field of 
complex numbers. Moreover, Irr(G) is an orthonormal basis of cf(G) with 
respect to a natural inner product, [ , 1, defined on cf(G). See [8] for more 
details. Let C,, C,, . . . , C, be all the conjugacy classes of G. If 8 E cf(G), then 
8 is completely determined by its values on the Ci’s. Let (Y = (xi, x2,. . . , xk) 
be an ordering of Irr( G), namely, xi, x2,. . . , xk are all the irreducible 
complex characters of G in this specific enumeration. 
For each complex class function, 8, of G define M”(0) to be the k x k 
matrix M”(B) =mTj( S)), w h ere mTj(0) = [oxi, xi], 1 Q i, j < k. We call each 
M*(8) a (G, cy)-circulant. Set M(G, a) = {M”(8)] 8 E cf(G)}. Another ma- 
trix that will be used is the chumcter table matrix X(G, a) of G, i.e., 
X(G, a) = (xi(Cj)), where 1 d i, j d k. We denote by diag(a,, us ,..., a,) the 
diagonal matrix whose main diagonal entries are a i, a2,. . . , a,. 
Note that r3xi = c~=,m~j(8)x j for each 8 E cf(G). It follows that if (Y’ is 
another ordering of In(G), then M*‘(8) is permutationally similar to M”(8). 
In fact the following is obvious. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a finite group, and (Y an ordering of In(G). Set 
d = ]Irr(G)]. 
(a) If a’ is another ordering of Irr(G), then there exists a permutation 
matrix p such that P-%ye)P = w’(e) f0r all e E cf(G). 
(b) Zf Q is any d x d permutation matrix, then there exists an ordering a’ 
of Irr(G) such that M”‘(B) = Q-lMa(e)Q fm all 0 E cf(G). 
Next we list several simple properties of the mapping 8 + M”(B). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let G be a finite group, and a an ordering of In(G). 
Then: 
(a) The mapping B -+ M*(8) is a C-linear, additive, multiplicative and 
one-to-one mapping f;om cf(G) onto M(G, a). 
03) w(e) =(Mye))* fm azz e E cf(G) (here 8 is the complex con- 
jugate class function defined by 8(g) =8(g) for all g E G). 
(c) M”(1,) = I, where Z is the identity matrix and 1, is the principal 
character of G. 
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Proof. Set a=(Xi,Xs,...,X& M(8)=Ma(8), and mi(8)=m~j(B) 
for all B E cf(G)and 1~ i, j < k. Let 8, n E cf(G). Then 8Xi = i:,,mi,(B).XI 
and 17X2 = C~-,mIj(17) * x ‘. Hence 017xi = x;=,mde). 7x1 = 
C:,,C:,Imir(e)m,j(~).xj=~~_I{~b,nril(S)m,j(ll)}xj. It fohws that 
[8q-xi, xi] = YilIt,Imil(B)mlj(q> and so M(Bn) = M(e)M(n). Since [(6’ + 
q)xi, xi] = [@xi, xi] + [qXi> xi], we get that MC0 + 7) = M(e)+ M(V), and 
as [A8xi, xi] = h[8Xi, xi] for all X EC, we have that M(M) = hM(8) for 
aII XEC. Next, 
[#Xi, Xj] = tl/IGI) C ‘(g) Xi(g) Xj(g> 
k.TGG 
where ]G] is the order of G (see [8, p. 201). Thus, [@Xi, Xi] = [Xi,8Xj] 
=[BXj,Xi] andso M(8)=(M(8))t=(M(8))*. 
Next, to see that the mapping is one-to-one, assume that M(8) = M(n) 
and let r be the index such that X, = lo, the principal character of G. Then 
8 = ex, = x:=lm,,(e)Xl = P_ l_Im,l(~)~l = 17~~ = q, as desired. By the defini- 
tion of M(G,a), the mapping is onto. Finally M*(l,) = ([loXi, Xi]) = 
([Xi, Xjl) = I’ n 
The rest of this section is devoted to listing and proving the main 
properties of (G, a)-circulants. In view of the examples of Section 3, all the 
following results of [7] are special cases of these properties: ah the results of 
pp. 67, 68, 72, 73; Theorem 3.3.1 and its corollary; Theorem 3.3.8: Theorems 
5.8.1, 5.8.2, 5.8.3, 5.8.4 with their corollary; Theorem 5.8.5; all the results on 
circulants and block circulants with circulant blocks of Chapter 6.5; some of 
the results of Chapters 3.4 and 3.6; several problems (e.g. Problems 18, 19 of 
p. 81 and 10 of p. 70); and others. See Section 3 for details. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let G be a finite group, and a an ordering of Irr(G). 
Then M(G, a) is a commutative algebra over C, and the mapping 8 + M”( 0) 
is an algebra isorrwrphism j&n cf(G) onto M(G, a). Moreover (and in 
particular), the following are true for any two (G, a>circulants A and B: 
(a) AB, A*, A’ and a,A + a,B are (G, a)-circulants for any aI, a2 E C. 
Also the M-P inverse of A is a (G, ar)-circulant. 
(b) AB = BA. 
(c) A is a rwrmul matrix. 
Proof. Set k = lIrr(G)I. Then by Proposition 1.2 M(G, a) is the image of 
the one-to-one algebra homormophism 8 -+ M*(8) from cf(G) to the algebra 
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of all k x k matrices over C. Hence, M(G, a) is a C-algebra, and M(G, a) = 
cf(G) as algebras. Since cf(G) is commutative, so is M(G, a). This proves all 
assertions except the ones with A*, A’, the M-P inverse, and (c). By 
Proposition 1.2, part (b), if A = M”(8) then A* = M*( 8) E M(G, (Y), and as 
elements of M(G, e) commute we get also that AA* = A*A, as desired. Set 
8 = Qzixi, q =&zigi, where ui E Q: and xi E In(G). Then (M”(e))‘= 
Ma(~), as (Ma(Xi))* = (Ma(Xi))’ for all i. Theorem 6.3.2 of [7] implies that 
if A E M(G, c~) then the M-P inverse of A is in M(G, a). n 
REMARK. A more elementary demonstration that M(G, e) is closed 
under M-P inversion will be given later, by giving the explicit form of the 
M-P inverse of (G, a)-circulants. 
The next theorem contains some key observations concerning (G, a()-cir- 
culants. Although a proof of its main parts (a, b) appears in [5], we will give 
here a (different) proof, for the sake of selfcontainment of this article. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finite group, and a an ordering of Irr(G) 
such that In(G) = {Xi, xs ,..., xk}. Denote by C,, C,,.. .,C, the conjugacy 
classes of G, and by X = X(G, a) the character table of G. Then: 
(a) The columns of X are a universal set of (right) eigenvectors fm all 
(G, a)-circulunts. 
(b) For each (G,a)-circulant, M”(8), we have that X-‘M”(8)X = 
diag(W,), W,), . . . , e(q)). 
(c) Zf D =(l/IGl)diag(lC,I, IC,l,..., IC,J) then XDX* = I. In particular, 
if G is abelian, (l/m)X is unitary. 
(d) The set { Ma(xi) 11 Q i < k} is a basis of M(G, a). Furthemwre, if 
M = E~=laiM”(~i) is any (G, a)-circulunt, then the eigenvalues of M are 
C:=laix,(Cj) forj=1,2 ,..., k. 
(e) The minimal polynomial of the (G, a)-circulunt M”(B) is 17y=n,l(x - 
q), where the ai are the distinct values taken on by 8. The characteristic 
polynomial of M”( 8) is l-l;= 1 { x - e( C,)} (here x is the variable). 
(f) Let D be us in (c), and U = XD(XD)*. For any two (G, a)-circulants 
A and B define [A, B] = tr( A UZI * ). Then [ , ] is an inner product on 
M(G, a) and 8 - M”(B) is an &m&y, namely [e, TJ] = [M*(8), M”(q)] for 
all 8,~ E cf(G). (Note that if G is abelian then U= (l/]G])Z.) 
Proof. (a), (b), (c), (e): The notation (w)~ will be used to denote the ith 
coordinate of the vector w. Let v’ be the rth column of X. Then v’ 
=(xr(C,),~a(C,),...,x~(C,.))~. We will show that vr is an eigenvector of 
M*(O) corresponding to the eigenvalue e(C). Namely, we will show that 
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Ma(~ = @(C,)v’. Set M”(B) = (mij). For each i we have that 
(M”(d)u’)i= 2 mij(u’>j= Y5 [eXi*Xj]Xj(cr> 
j=l j=l 
=h C e(g)Xi(gMg), 
gee 
where (using the second orthogonality relations of characters) 
Therefore 
(M”(e)u’)i = fj C e(g)n(g)xi(g) 
g 4 c, 
as claimed. 
= e(C,)xi(C,> = e(Cr)(~‘)iT 
Now part (c) is well known (e.g., see [8, p. 221) and it implies that X is 
nonsingular. Hence the above argument shows that the columns of X are k 
linearly independent eigenvectors of M*(O). Hence X-‘M”(B)X = 
diag(O(C,), W,),. . . , QC,). So (a), (Jr) and (c), are proved. Since M”(B) is 
diagonalizable, part (e) follows. 
(d):AsIrr(G)isabasisofcf(G),theset{MOL(xi)(l~~ik}isabasisof 
M(G, a) by Corollary 1.3. By part 03) we get that 
X-‘MX = i u,X-‘M~(X~)X = t aidiag(xi(C,),..., x,(C,)) 
i-l i=l 
=diag $ aixi(c,), i aixi(c,)>...> 
k 
c 4 )) utX~ ck , 
i-1 i=l i=l 
as desired. 
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(f): We have that 




A=diag(tI(C,),t)(C,),..., VQ+diag( 17(C,), 17(G) - GJ). 
Now 
tr(A) = tr(XAX-‘) = tr(Ma(B).XDX-l.(Ma(~))*). 
Note that X-‘=DX* and D=D*. Thus XDX-‘=XDDX* =XD(XD)* 
=Uandconsequently[8,q]=tr(Ma(B)U(Ma(~))*)asneeded. n 
THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a finite group and a an ordering of Irr( G). Set 
k = ]Irr(G)] and X = X(G, a). Then 
(1) 
(2) 
the following are equivalent for a k X k complex matrix A: 
(i) A is a (G, a)-circulunt; 
(ii) A commutes with M”(X) fw all x E Irr(G); 
(iii) A = XAX-’ for some diagonal complex matrix A. 
Zf 8 E cf(G) has k distinct values, then M(G, a) is the set of all 
polynomials in M( 0) with complex coefficients. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): If A is a (G, cY)-circulant, it commutes with all (G, a> 
circulants and in particular with any M”(X) for x E Irr(G). Conversely, 
assume that A commutes with each M”(X), x E b-r(G). Let b,, b,, . . . , b, be 
distinct complex numbers. Set b-r(G) = {xi, Xs, . . . , xk } (according to (Y), 
and let Cr,Cs,..., C, be all the conjugacy classes of G. Define a class 
function 8 on G by e(C,) = bi for all i = 1,2,. . . , k. Then, by the previous 
theorem, the matrix M*(8) has k distinct eigenvalues: b,, b,, . . . , b,. Also, for 
some complex numbers a 1, a2,. . . , ak we have that M”(8) = C:=laiMa(xi), 
and as A commutes with each of the summands, A commutes with M”(B). 
Now, the minimal polynomial of M”(B) coincides with the characteristic 
polynomial of M”(8), and it is well known that then A is a polynomial in 
M”(B) (see for example [7, Theorem 6.A.21). As M”(8) belongs to the algebra 
M(G, a), so does A. This also proves (2). 
(i) = (iii): Let D be the set of all diagonal complex k x k matrices. Then 
XDX-1 = { XAX-’ 1 A E D} is a C-vector space of dimension k. As M(G, a) 
c XDX-’ and M(G, a) is of dimensional k (by Theorem 1.4), we get 
equality. n 
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NOTATION. Following [7], we define, for every X E Q=, the number X’ 
by 
x+= l/X if X#O, 
i 0 if A=O. 
If A = diag(h,, ha,. . ., X,), we set A- = diag(Xi, hi,. . ., Xi ). 
The next corollaries are all consequences of the simultaneous diagonaliza- 
tion of the (G, a)-circulants by X(G, o) (compare with the analogous state- 
ments on circulants in [7, pp. 81, 87, 102, 1031). 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let G be a finite group and a an ordering of Irr(G). 
Set X = X(G, a) and let A be an arbitrary (G, a)-circulant. Then: 
(a) Set A=XAX-‘, where A=diag(h,,X,,...,A,). Zf A+ is the M-P 
inverse of A, then A’= XAh’X-’ = Ef=,AiB,, where Bi = XA,X-‘, Ai = 
diag(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0) (the 1 occurs in the i th place), i = 1,2,. . . , k. Also 
Bir = Bi and A = CfslhiBi (the spectral decomposition of A). 
@) A is Hermitian if and only if its eigenvalues are all real. 
(c) A is unitary if and only if its eigenvalues lie on the unit circle. 
Proof. (a): Let T = (l/m)diag(m, \/lc,l,. . . , \ilc,l), where the C,‘s 
are conjugacy classes of G. Then T2 = D of Theorem 1.4. Set Y = XT; then 
by the equality XDX * = Z we get that YY * = 1. Clearly A = XA X ~ ’ = YAY _ ’ 
and XA-X-’ = YA-Y-l. Now the fact that A’ = YA+ Y-i follows from the 
definition of A- (see p. 44 of [7]). The rest of the statement is obvious. 
(b) and (c) hold for all normal matrices; in particular they hold for A. w 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let G be a finite group and (Y an ordering of In(G), 
then all the corollaries of pp. 102, 103 of [7] still hold if we replace 
everywhere the word “circulunt ” by “(G, a>circulants “. 
Proof. As in pp. 102, 103 of [7]. n 
2. DIRECT PRODUCTS, BLOCK (G, a>CIRCULANTS, AND BLOCK 
MATRICES WITH (G, a>CIRCULANT BLOCKS 
NOTATION. Let G = H X K be a finite group which is the direct product 
of its two subgroups, H and K. For each 11 E cf(H) and 8 E cf(K) define a 
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class function n x 4 of G by (7 X 8)(q) =9(x)8(y) for all x E H, y E K. It 
is well known that b-r(G) = { r~ x 8 1 q E Irr( H), B E Irr( K)} (see p. 59 of 
[8]). Next, suppose that M, and M, are two Q=-algebras of matrices. Let 
{ A,, A,, . . . , A,} be a basis of M,, and {B,, B,, . . . , B,} a basis of M,. The 
Kronecker product M,@M, of M, and M, is defined to be the space 
spanned by the set {Ai8Bj]1<i<m, l<j<r}, where @ means the 
Kronecker product. It is obvious that M,@M, is independent of the bases 
chosen for M, and M,. In fact M,@ M, is the set of ail matrices of the form 
C~=rC~=raij(Ri@Sj) where aije C, Hi EM,, Sjc M,, and U,V are posi- 
tive integers. Moreover, as aij(Ri@Sj) = (aijRi@Sj) and Ri E M, if and 
only if aijRi E M,, we get that M,@ M, is the set of all matrices of the form 
~~==,Cy=rCi@Dj where Ci E M, and Dj E M,, 1~ i d u, 1 Q j < v, and u, v 
are positive integers. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite group such that G = H X K, where H 
and K are subgroups of G. Suppose that /? is an ordering of Irr( H) and y is 
an ordering of Irr( K). Then there exists an ordering a of Irr( G) such that 
(a) M”(v x 8)= Mfl(q)@Myfl) fm each 17 E cf(H) U& 8 E cf(K); 
(b) M(G,e)=M(H,P)@M(K,y); 
(c) X(G>e) = X(H,P)@K(K, Y). 
Proof. AccordingtoPand~,setIrr(H)={17~,172,...,17~}andIrr(K)= 
(4, es,. . . , e,]. Let x(=,~) = nla x8, for lga<r, ldbds. Let a be the 
following ordering of In(G): 
(X(1,1), xw, . . ..X(1.S),X(2,1))X(2,2))...7X(2,s))...) 
X(a,l), X(a,2)r..., x(,,,,~***, X(r,l)r X(r,2)r..., X(r,J 
Note that the indices (a, b) in the ordering (Y are ordered lexicographically. 
(a): Let n E cf(H) and 8 E cf(K). Then, n x 8 = (TJ X lK)(lH X e), so 
that MU(v x 0) = M”(q x l,).M*(l, x 0). If we prove that M‘+J X lK) = 
M8(q)sMy(lK) and M”(l,x 8) = M’s(1H)SMy(Z3), then by Proposition 
1.2 (c) and [7, p. 231 we will get that M”(q x 0) = (MP(q)@Z,)(Z,@MY(8)) 
= M’$j)@MY(O), as desired (here I, is the n X n identity matrix). Hence, 
in order to prove (a) it suffices to show that Ma(~ X lK) = MB(n) @Z, and 
M”(1, x 8) = Z,@Mv(B). Write MB(v) = (mij), 1 Q i, j < r, and My(O) = 
(n,,), 1 G I, t G s. Then for each a, 1 Q a < r, and each b, 1 Q b < s, we have 
that nna = C:=rm,ini and OfZ, = ~;=rn&. 
Each of the matrices M”(TJ x lK) and M”(1, x 0) is an TS X TS matrix. 
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matrices as block matrices as shown in Table 1, where the Ajj’s are s X s 
matrices. 
Consider Ma(~ x lk) first. The entries of its (a, b)th row are the coeffi- 
cients of the x~~,~) ‘s in the expansion of (9 x 1,)x(,, b), ordered according to 
a. Now, (71 x I,)x(,,b, = (9 x Ml), x 6,) = r?n, x Ob = (K=P,i%) x 0, 
and hence (77 X lk)x@,b) = Cl= lm,iX(i,b). Note that the entries of the bth 
row of A,, are the coefficients of xcd,i), X(d,s),” .) Xcd,s) in the above 
expansion. Of these, the coefficient of X(d,b) is mnd (regardless of what b is), 
and the coefficients of x~~,~), if b, are d zeros. Thus A,, = madIs, and 
consequently M”( n x lk) = MB(q) @I,, as claimed. 
Similarly, the entries of the (a, b)th row of M”(1, X 0) are the coeffi- 
cients of the xc,,,, ‘s (ordered according to o) in the expansion of (lH X 
0)x (&) = (1~ X 8)& X 6,) = q. X 88, = &nb& X 8,. Now, (1~ X 
0)x (a, b) = xi= InbiX{a, i)’ Again, the entries of the bth row of A,, are the 
coefficients in this last expansion of X(d,i), X(d,s), . . . , X(d,s)- If o # d, then all 
the coefficients are zero for all b. Hence, A,, = 0 if a f d. If a = d, the ith 
entry of the bth row of A,, is nbi (regardless of a). We conclude that 
A,, = (nbi) = My(B) for all a, 1~ a d r, and consequently Ma(l, x 8) = I, 
6%~ M7( e), as desired. 
(b): As Ir1(G)={~~x8~~l~i~r, l<j<s}, we get from Theorem 
1.4(d) that { Ma(ni x Bj) 11 G i d r, 1~ j d s} is a basis for M(G, o). By part 
(a), M(G, cx) is linearly spanned by the set 
Sincethesets {Mfl(~~,)(l<i<r} and {M~(ej)ll<j<s} arebasesforthe 
algebras M(H, p) and M(K, y), respectively, we get (b). 
(c): Denote by C,, C,,..., C, the conjugacy classes of H, and by 
D,, D,,..., D, the conjugacy classes of K. Then the conjugacy classes of G 
are the sets Ci X Dj, 1 < i < r, i Q j < s. Then X(G, a) = (xc,,bJ(ci X Dj)) = 
(qa(ci)eb(Dj))y where the Xca,b)’ s and the Ci x Dj’s are ordered according 
to (Y. Again this is an rs x TS matrix, and when arranged as an r X r block 
matrix it has the form of Table 1. Then for a fixed (a, d) we have that 
Aad=(qo(cd)eb(Dj))~ 1~ b, j G s, 
and so A,, = ‘V,( C,>x( K, Y ), and (c) follows. n 
We seek for a “better” description of M(G, a) when G = H X K. In fact, 
using the notation of Theorem 2.1, we will show that M(G, a) is exactly the 
set of block (H, p )-circular-its in which the blocks are (K, y )-circulants. First 
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we have to define a block (H, p)-circulant. This will be done analogously to 
the definition of block circulants, namely, a block (H, p)-circulant will be a 
block matrix in which the “relations” between the blocks are “the same” as 
the “relations” between the entries of an (H, /3)-circulant. In the next 
definitions, notation, and lemma, we will make the preceding paragraph 
precise. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. Let G be a finite group and OL an ordering 
of In(G) for which b-r(G)= {xl,xZ,...,xk}. The leading index, m(G,cy), 
of the pair (G, a) is the positive integer on such that x, = 1 o. If A is any 
k X k matrix we call the m(G, cu)th row of A the leading row of A. 
If A is a (G, a)-circulant, the leading row of A uniquely determines A. In 
fact we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group and a an ordering of b-r(G) such 
that h(G)= {x1,x2,...,xk}. Let A = (ai j) be a k X k matrix, and let its 
leading row be a,,, = (a,,, am2,. . . , amk). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is a (G, a)-circuZant; 
(ii) A = M”(8), where f9 = E~,lamUxU; 
(iii) aij = C~_-lamu[xuxi, xi] for 1~ i, j < k. 
Proof. If (i) holds, then A = M”(8) for some 8 E cf(G). As 8 = 61, = 
B-x,, we get that [8, x,] = amu and so (ii) holds. Clearly (ii) implies (iii), as 
a i j = [ Oxi, x j]. Finally, assume that (iii) holds and define a class function 
$I E cf(G) by + =Ek,=lamoxo. Set M”($~)=(rn,~); then (iii) implies that 
aij = mii for 14 i, j, < k and so A = M”(G) is a (G, cr)-circulant. n 
The “relations” between the entries of a (G, a)-circulant are the k2 
equations of (iii). This motivates: 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group and (Y an ordering of Irr(G) such 
thatIrr(G)={~,,~,,...,~~}.Let A=(Aii)beablock kxkmatrixwhere 
the Aij’s are all square matrices of the same size. Let A,,, = 
Amk) be the leading row of A. We say that A is a block 
~~~~‘$%ilarrt if and only if Aij =C~=lAmu[~u~i, xi] for 1~ i, j < k. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G = H X K be a finite group which is a direct 
product of its subgroups H and K. Suppose that /I and y are ordering of 
b-r(H) and In-(K), respectively, and a the ordering of Ii-r(G) for which 
M(G, a) = M( H, /3) 0 M(K, y). Then a matrix is a (G, cY)-circulant if and 
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only if it is a bbck (H, p)-c irculant in which the blocks are all (K, y )-cir- 
culants. 
Proof. Let r. s, vi, and Oj, l<i<r, 16 j <s, be as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a (G, a)-circulant. Then, using Theorem 2.1 and the 
remarks before it, we have that A = ~~=,C”,=,M8(7,)~MY(~~), where 
7U E cf(H) and +” E cf 
integers. Set Mp(7,) = mij( 7”))’ 1 I 
K), 1~ u Q I, 1~ u Q n, and 1 and n are positive 
< i, j G r. As A is an rs X TS matrix, we 
can write it as an r x r block matrix in which the blocks, which will be 
denoted by Aij, 1~ i, j < T, are all s X s matrices. Now 
Aij= i i mij(7”)MY(+“,)* (*) 
f&=1 0=1 
Hence, Ai j is a linear combination of (K, y)-circulants, and so each Ai j is a 
(K,y)-circulant. Next, let m,=(m,,(7,),mw2(~u),...,mwr(7u)) be the 
leading row of Mfl(~,). Then A,,, = (AW1, Aw2,. . . , A,,) is the (block) lead- 
ing row of A. Since Mfi( r,) is an (H, p)-circulant, it follows from Lemma 2.2 
that for all i, j =1,2 ,..., r. we have that mij(T”) = C:zlm,,(Tu)[Vtqi, Vjl* 
Substituting this in ( * ) yields 
Again, by (*), we obtain that 
Aij= C Atnt[qtqi,qjI 
t-1 
for 1 G i, j G r. This shows that A = (Aij) is a block (H, &circulant. 
Conversely, let B be a block (H, /I)-circulant in which the blocks are all 
(K, y)-circulants. Then B = ( Bii), Bij E M( K, y), 1~ i, j < r. Also, if B, = 
(BWl, BWz, . . . , B,,) is the leading (block) row of B, then Bij = 
C;=lBWt[qtqi, qj] for all i, j = 1,2 ,..., r. Hence B = XizlEt, where E, is the 
matrix whose (i, j)th (block) entry is [qtqi. qj]BWt. As [qltqi, qj] is the (i, j)th 
entry of MB(Q), we get that Et = MB(qt)@ B,,. Since M8(vr) E M(H, p) 
and B,, E M( K, y). we conclude that E, E M(G, a) and consequently B = 
C:mlE, E M(G, a). n 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let G = G, X G, X . . . X G, be a finite group which is 
a direct product of its subgroups Gi, 1 Q i < r. For each i = 1,2,. . . , r let ai be 
an ordering of Irr(G,). Then for some ordering a of In(G) the following 
hold: 
(a) M(G, a) = M(G,, a,)@M(G,, cu,)@ . . . @M(G,, a,) is the set of all 
block (G,, a,)-circulants in which the blocks are block (G,, a,)-circulants, in 
which the blocks are block (G3, a,)-circulants, etc. 
@) X(G, a) = X(G,, a,)@X(G,, az)@ . . . @WG,, a,). 
REMARK. Theorems on block (G, cY)-circulants and on block matrices in 
which the blocks are (G, cu)-circuIants-theorems that are the analogues of 
Theorems 5.6.1, 5.6.2, 5.6.3, 5.6.4, 5.6.5, 5.7.1, 5.7.2, 5.7.3, and 5.7.4 of 
[7]-can be proved using the results of the first section. Since the analogues 
are straightforward extensions of the above results from [7], we will not state 
and prove them here. 
3. EXAMPLES AND SPECIAL CASES 
EXAMPLE 1 (Circulants). Let G = C,, a cyclic group of order n. Let 
G = (g), namely, g is a generator of G. Let xi = lo, and xz be the function 
xs: G + Q: defined by xs(gj) = ,j, 0 < j < n - 1, where w = ezni/*. Write 
x3=x;, x4=x;,..., xn=x;-i. Then it is well known that In(G) = 
(Xl>X?,~...~ x, }. Denote by (Y this ordering of Irr(G). An arbitrary element 
of cf(G) has the form 8 = C;=icixi, where the ci’s are arbitrary complex 
numbers. Note that xi = xi, so that 
Bx,= f: cixixj= 5 CiX;-l+j-l(modn) 
i-l i=l 
Thus the (j,i+ j - 1 (mod n))th entry of M”(8) is ci, and consequently 
M"( 8) = 
Cl c2 cg . . . c, 
crl Cl c2 .*- c,-1 
c n-l C” Cl ..* C”_2 
. . 
. . . . 
c2 c3 c, .** Cl 
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We conclude that M(G, a) is the set of circulant matrices. Note that 
M”(X1) = Z”, MQs) = II = II, = circ(0, l,O,. . . ,O) (see [7] for notation), 
and Ma(xi) = Iii-i for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Hence, an n x n matrix commutes 
with M”(xi) for all i = 1,2,..., n if and only if it commutes with II. 
Set G,=(l), Cj={gj-‘}, j=2 ,..., n.Thenthe Ci, l<i<n,arethe 
conjugacy class of G. Write X = X(G, cu), then X = fiF,* = &F * = 
(0 (i-l)(jp ‘)) (see p. 32 of [7] for F * = F,*). Next, note that 
e = f CiXi = 2 c&-1, 
i=l i=l 
and by Corollary 1.3 we get that 
circ(ci,cs,..., CJ = M”(B) = $ cJI-1. 
i=l 
Also, by Theorem 1.4(d) we get that the eigenvalues of circ( cl, cs, . . . , cn) are 
c;=lciU(i-l)(j-l), 1 <j 6 12. These observations show that the following 
results of [7] are all special cases of our Corollary 1.3, Theorem 1.4, Theorem 
1.5, Corollary 1.6, and Corollary 1.7: all the results of pp. 66, 67, 68, 72, 73; 
Theorem 3.2.4; Problems 9, 10 of p. 70; Problems 18, 19 of p. 81; Theorem 
3.3.1 and its corollary; Results 3.4.10, 3.4.21; the corollaries of pp. 102 and 
103; and others. 
EXAMPLE 2 (Block circulant of an arbitrary level). Let M = 
M(n,,n,,..., n,) be the set of all block circulants with circulant blocks of 
level T and type (n,,n,,..., n,). That is, M consists of all n, x n, block 
circulants in which the blocks are n2 X n2 block circulants in which the 
blocks are na x n3 block circulants, etc. (see p. 188 of [7]). If G = C,,, X C,+ 
X . * * X C,,, the direct product of the cyclic groups C,,, (of order n,), then by 
Corollary 2.4 and Example 1 we have that M( n,, n2,. . . , n,) = M( G, a) and 
X(G,a)=Jn,n,.,n,F,Tc3F,::O .-- @ FnT. Here (Y is the ordering obtained 
by Corollary 2.4 (and can be explicitly written down using the proof of 
Theorem 2.1). For each i = n,, n2 ,..., n, and j = 1,2 ,... , ni let Tij = Z,,CYOZ,~ 
@ -0. sz n,_,q(n,,)h3z,i+lt3 . . . @I,,. Set Ti = Til for i = nl, n2 ,..., n,. 
Clearly ( Ti)J = Ti j for 1~ j < ni. If X E Irr( G), then M*(X) is a product of 
some Tij’s. These observations show that Theorems 5.8.1, 5.8.2, 5.8.3, 5.8.4, 
and 5.8.5 of [7] are special cases of the results of Sections 1 and 2. In fact the 
following (known) corolIary is a special case of Sections 1 and 2. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. LetM=M(n,,ns ,..., n,), F,,:, II,,,andT,,l<i<n, 
be as above. Then: 
(a) Zf A, B E M and a, b EC, then At, A*, aA + bB, AB, A-, and Ak for 
k > 0 are all in M. 
(b) The elements of M commute, and they are simultaneously diagonalized 
by the matrix E = F,,: @ F,,: CO . . * 8 F,,:. 
(c) The following are equivalent for a square matrix A of order n = nlnz . . . 
n,: 
(i) A E M. 
(ii) A = E *AE, where E is as in (b), and A an arbitrary n X n diagonal 
matrix over C. 
(iii) A is a polynomial (of r variables) in the Ti’s, i = n,, n,, . . , , n,. 
(iv) A commutes with the Ti’s, i = n,, n2,.. ., n,. 
(d) For each 1, the eigenvalues of T, are w,$ j = 1,2,. . . , nl, where w,, = 
exp(21ri/nl). The eigenvalues of an arbitrary member of M can be 
computed using this part (c) (iii). 
EXAMPLE 3. The set of (G, a)circulants can be computed for any group 
G for which the character table is known. Then new examples can be found 
using “direct products” of the old examples. Here is a demonstration. The 
smallest nonableian group is S,, the symmetric group on 3 letters. Its 
character table [with respect to some ordering a of Irr(S,)] is 
x= 
(See p. 50 of [g].) The first row of X contains the values of x1, the second of 
xa, and the third of x3. We see that x1x1 = xi, X~X~=XZ, ~1x3 = ~3~ 
xaxa = xi, x2x3 = x3, and x: = xi + xa + x3. An arbitrary class function 8 
of S, has the form 8 = axI + bxz + cx3, where a, b,c E Q=. Therefore, 
Bxl=axl-t-bxz+cx3, Bxz=bx1+axz+cx3, ~x3=cxI+cx2+(a+b 
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The matrices here are symmetric, since X is real and X *DX = Z for a 
diagonal D. 
Let G = C, x S, x S, x C,. Then for some (Y’, the set of (G, cy’)-circulants 
(using Corollary 2.4) is th e set of block matrices of the form 




E E C+D+E 




M M K+L+M 
where K, L,and Mare3~3circuIants.Also, X(G,d)=&F2*@X63X@F3*. 
This X(G, (Y’) simultaneously diagonalizes all the (G, e’)-circulants. Many 
other examples can be given by varying the groups and direct-multiplying 
them. 
4. CHARACTERS AND NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
Let x be a character of the finite group G; then [xxi, xi] are all 
nonnegative integers where xi, Xi E In(G). It follows that the matrix M”(X) 
is a nonnegative matrix with integer entries (by a nonnegative matrix we 
mean a matrix with nonnegative entries). Then results on nonnegative 
matrices can be used to find further connections between x and M*(X), 
which in turn enable us to obtain results (old and new) on group characters 
as consequences of theorems on nonnegative matrices. We give here one 
proposition that is used in obtaining such applications; other details and 
proofs can be found in [l], [5], and [6]. Our terminology for nonnegative 
matrices (irreducible, primitive, etc.) is taken from the second chapter of [2]. 
For the notation from character theory [faithful, Z(x) etc.] see [8, Chapter 
21. 
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PRCPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a finite group and a an ordering of In(G). 
Let x be a character of G. Then in addition to the properties of Ma(x) 
described in Section 1, we have: 
(a) M”(X) is a nonnegative matrix with integer entries. Its leading 
( Perron-Frobenius) eigenvalue is x(l), and a positive eigenvector correspond- 
ingtoitis (~~(I>,x~(I),...,xk(l))~, whereIrr(G)={x,,x,,...,xk}. 
(b) x is faithful if and only if M*(x) is Irreducible. 
(c) Z(x) = 1 if and only if M”(x) is primitive. In this case the primitiv- 
ity index of M*(X) is equal to the so-called character covering number of x 
(see [l] for definition). 
Using this proposition, results on powers of characters and on values of 
character can be obtained as special cases of theorems on nonnegative 
matrices (see [l], [5], and [6]). So the mapping 0 + M”(B) can be useful for 
both characters and matrices. 
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